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Abstract—Body language is an important aspect of human
communication, which an effective human-robot interac-
tion interface should mimic well. Human beings exchange
information and convey their thoughts and feelings through
gaze, facial expressions, body language and tone of voice
along with spoken words, and infer 65% of the meaning
of the communicated messages from these nonverbal cues.
Modern robotic platforms are however limited in their
ability to automatically generate behaviours that align
with their speech. In this paper, we develop a neural
network based system that takes audio from a user as an
input and generates upper-body gestures including head,
hand and torso movements of the user on a humanoid
robot, namely, Softbank Robotics’ Pepper. Our system
was evaluated quantitatively as well as qualitatively using
web-surveys when driven by natural speech and synthetic
speech. We compare the impact of generic and person-
specific neural network models on the quality of synthesised
movements. We further investigate the relationships be-
tween quantitative and qualitative evaluations and examine
how the speaker’s personality traits affect the synthesised
movements.
Index Terms—audio-based motion generation; human-robot
interaction; personality perception.
I. INTRODUCTION
BODY language plays an important role in humancommunication. While speaking, people use facial
expressions, head motion and hand gestures to convey
the same meaning as speech and to complement and
enrich the message [1]. Head movements contribute to
speech comprehension [2], increase the level of per-
ceived naturalness [3], warmth and competence [4], and
also convey the emotional state of the speaker [5].
Likewise, hand and arm movements are significant for
distinguishing between affective states [6]. It has been
also shown that 90% of human gesticulation occurs
while speaking [1] and that the speech and gestures
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Fig. 1. Proposed audio-driven upper-body motion synthesis system.
There are two main processing phases: (i) analysis phase (which
happens offline); and (ii) synthesis phase (which can happen offline
or online). The analysis phase involves extracting audio and pose
features, and training pose regression model, namely learning the
mapping between these features. In the synthesis phase, the trained pose
regression model is applied to the audio features extracted from the
audio input to predict the pose features, which are then post-processed
to be displayed on the robot in real-time. A larger version of the figure
is available in the supplementary material.
originate in the same internal process and share the same
semantic meaning [1, 7]. These results thus motivate the
investigation of the correlation and synchrony between
these two modalities. Voigt et al. [8] showed that there
is a statistically significant correlation between prosodic
features extracted from audio and raw body movements.
Several studies [1, 9, 10] further confirmed the syn-
chrony between gesture strokes and stressed syllables and
also between gesture phrases and intermediate intonation
phrases.
These abovementioned findings led to attempts at cross-
modal prediction, namely, learning mapping from audio
to movements. However, this problem is challenging
as multiple audio signals can be associated with the
same motion sequence or vice versa. In addition, humans
tend to feel unsettled when humanoid robots do not act
realistically [11], and when there is an incompatibility
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between speech and associated gestures [12]. Several
works developed audio-driven motion synthesis systems
targeted at animated conversational agents and talking
avatars, for example, for the synthesis of head mo-
tion [13–15] or hand movements [16, 17]. To the best
of our knowledge, there has been no previous attempt
at whole upper-body (head, hands and torso) motion
synthesis from audio on a humanoid robot.
As shown in Fig. 1, this paper presents an automatic
audio-driven upper-body motion synthesis system de-
signed for the humanoid robot Pepper. The proposed
system takes audio from a user as an input and gener-
ates upper-body motions in real-time. More explicitly,
we extract a set of audio features and pose features
using the dataset of [18]. This dataset contains audio-
visual recordings captured while human participants were
speaking about a topic, e.g., their hobbies, together with
their self-assessments with respect to Big Five person-
ality traits (e.g., extroversion, opennes, etc.). We then
use multilayer perceptron (MLP) and long short-term
memory (LSTM) neural network models to learn the
mapping between audio features and pose features in a
supervised manner. We compare two training approaches:
(i) subject-independent (SI) - general model trained and
evaluated on data from multiple subjects; and (ii) subject-
dependent (SD) - specific model trained and evaluated
on each subject separately. Finally, a filtering approach
is proposed to smooth and constrain the synthesised
motions to the robot’s operating limits. The developed
system1 is extensively evaluated quantitatively in terms
of various state-of-the-art metrics, and qualitatively by
conducting a user study.
Overall, we argue that our contributions are: (i) we per-
form whole upper-body motion synthesis including head,
hand and torso movements, unlike the previous works
that synthesised either head or hand movements; (ii) we
focus on a humanoid robot, differently from previous
works that target motion synthesis on animated virtual
characters or embodied agents; and (iii) we present a pre-
liminary analysis on how personality of the human partic-
ipants has an impact on the synthesised motions. Taking
into account the potential use of humanoid robots in
various application areas including education, healthcare,
public spaces and much more, our work has significant
implications for allowing more expressive and human-
like communication using audio input only and hence
enhancing user’s satisfaction and robot’s acceptance.
1Our implementation is available at https://github.com/jancio/
Audio-driven-upper-body-motion-synthesis.
II. RELATED WORK
In the area of audio-driven motion synthesis, early
studies [26, 28, 29] usually relied on hard-coded rules
deciding which motion pattern to synthesise. The major
limitation of such rule-based systems is the repetitiveness
of movements as there is only a fixed set of rules. Also, it
is problematic to ensure synchronisation between verbal
and non-verbal events using rules. Data-driven meth-
ods address these problems by capturing the variability
of movements from the training data and implicitly
learning the synchronisation between audio and motion.
Previous works employed probabilistic models such as
dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [3], hidden Markov
models (HMMs) [16, 30–33], conditional random fields
(CRFs) [17] or Gaussian mixture models [34]. Recently,
deep neural network models attained popularity in this
field: Ding et al. [35] showed that deep neural networks
generate better head motion sequences than HMMs.
In particular, they used a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
model and in their later work [19] they further improved
the system with unsupervised pre-training using deep
belief networks. The MLP models are however limited
in modelling temporal data. Ding et al. [15] and Haag
and Shimodaira [14] thus compared the MLP with a
bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) model in
the head motion synthesis task. Both works reported im-
provement of the BLSTM-based system over the MLP-
based one in terms of the naturalness of the synthesised
motion assessed via a user study, root mean-squared
error and canonical correlations between the original
and synthesised head motion. Other studies experimented
with generative models, for instance, Chiu et al. [27] used
hierarchical factored conditional restricted Boltzmann
machines (HFCRBMs) to generate hand movements.
Greenwood et al. [20] introduced a generative head mo-
tion model based on the conditional variational autoen-
coder (CVAE) that allows prediction of several motion
trajectories for the same audio. One major challenge of
the data-driven methods is the lack of meaning - even if
the generated movements are well synchronised with the
speech they may lack or even contradict the meaning of
the communicated message. Several studies [13, 22] thus
developed hybrid approaches, for example, Sadoughi
et al. [13] constrained their DBN model on several
discourse functions (affirmation, negation, question, and
backchannel).
Most related work focused only on head movements [13,
14, 19, 20] due to high correlations between speech and
head motion, and some further studies included facial ex-
pressions [21, 24, 25]. Other related work [16, 17, 26, 27]
synthesised hand movements exclusively. For example,
Bozkurt et al. [16] used hidden semi Markov models
(HSMMs) relying on the hierarchical model of hand
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF AUDIO-DRIVEN MOTION SYNTHESIS STUDIES SUMMARISED IN SECTION II.
Study Target
Domain




[19] avatar MLP head single RGB cam. offline 100
[13] avatar Hybrid DBN head mocap offline 27
[20] avatar BLSTM, CVAE head 3 RGB cams. offline 180
[14] avatar BLSTM head mocap offline 16
[15] avatar BLSTM head mocap offline 263*
[21] avatar BLSTM head, face single RGB cam. offline 146*
[22, 23] avatar Hybrid DBN head, hands mocap offline 30, 66
[24, 25] avatar LSTM, GRU head, face single RGB cam. online 6, 6
[16] avatar HSMM hands mocap, 4 RGB cams. offline 20
[17] avatar CRF hands mocap online 12
[26] avatar Rule-based hands mocap offline 6
[27] avatar HFCRBM hands mocap offline 1
Our work robot MLP, LSTM head, hands, torso single RGB cam. online, offline 2
* denotes that duration of the recording was estimated based on the utterance duration of 12.5 seconds (typically 10-15 s).
gestures [9]. In closely related work, Sadoughi et al. [22]
attempted to synthesise both head and hand movements
simultaneously. The researchers focused on three proto-
typical hand gestures and two head gestures using two
hybrid DBN models (one for head and one for hand
gestures) which however required manual annotation of
motion sequences. To the best of our knowledge, there
was no previous work that performed whole upper-body
motion synthesis, combining the synthesis of head, hand
and torso movements in a fully automatic system.
A line of work [13–16, 19–22, 26, 27] developed offline
systems that require the whole input audio upfront. In
such cases there is no need for low-latency predic-
tions and synthesis so that more complex models (e.g.,
BLSTM) can be used. Only Pham et al. [24, 25] used
LSTM and also the gated recurrent unit (GRU) model
for real-time head motion synthesis and facial animation,
while Levine et al. [17] generated hand movements from
live speech. Developing online (or real-time) systems has
remained a less explored area.
Generating the appropriate social behaviours for robots
is key to enhancing the user’s interaction experience and
their acceptance of the robot. Research on nonverbal
cues has shown that head and body movements are
significant predictors of personality [36]. Motivated by
this, several works manually programmed the robot’s
movements to display either an extroverted personality
or an introverted personality, and examined the effect of
personality match (similar or complementary personality
types) on the engagement state of the user during human-
robot interactions [37, 38]. However, we are not aware
of any previous work that investigates the personality
perception of automatically generated behaviours nor
performs personality-driven motion synthesis.
In Table I, we summarise the studies closely related
to our work. Our work is the first system that enables
whole upper-body motion synthesis from audio through
combining head, hand and torso movements, aiming
at a humanoid robot. We conduct a systematic study
where we analyse the effectiveness of four different types
of audio features (Section III-A1) and three different
methods for estimating 3D pose from a single-view RGB
video (Section III-A2). To learn the mapping between
audio features and upper body pose, we train MLP and
LSTM models following two approaches: (i) subject-
independent (SI), resulting in a generic model; and
(ii) subject-dependent (SD), resulting in a personalised
model. We compare these models both quantitatively (in
terms of three evaluation metrics) and qualitatively (via a
user study). We present further results to (i) compare the
qualitative preference for the MLP/LSTM model across
natural speech and synthetic speech driven system; (ii)
examine the relationships between quantitative and qual-
itative evaluation metrics for audio-driven robot motion
synthesis; and (iii) investigate the impact of the speaker’s
personality traits on the synthesised robot movements.
III. AN AUDIO-DRIVEN UPPER-BODY MOTION
SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
The architecture of the audio-driven upper-body motion
synthesis system is shown in Fig. 1. There are two main
processing phases: (i) analysis phase (which happens of-
fline); and (ii) synthesis phase (which can happen offline
or online). The analysis phase involves extracting audio
and pose features, and training pose regression model,
namely learning the mapping between these features. In
the synthesis phase, the trained pose regression model
is applied to the audio features extracted from the audio
input to predict the pose features, which are then post-
processed to be displayed on the robot in real-time.
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A. Analysis Phase
1) Audio Feature Extraction: The state-of-the-art audio
features are Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
together with log filter banks (LogFBs) that have recently
become popular [15, 19, 20]. Another recent approach to
audio feature extraction uses convolutional neural net-
works [24]. However, for speech recognition, it yields a
performance on par with the hand-crafted MFCC/LogFB
features under low levels of noise [39]. Therefore, in this
paper we considered MFCC and LogFB features.
The stereo audio signal was first averaged to a single
channel and downsampled to fs = 16 kHz, similarly
to [14, 15, 19, 20]. For each audio clip, we then extracted
MFCC and LogFB features using the Python toolbox
called python-speech-features [40]. In addition, we cal-
culated differential features to represent the dynamic
nature of the audio signal. Following [14, 15, 19], the
first and second order time derivatives of the LogFB
coefficients were appended to the LogFB feature vectors.
Audio feature extraction process resulted in an audio
feature set Ω ∈ RNfr×Nfe where Nfr is the number of
audio frames and Nfe is the size of each feature vector.
For each audio frame i (i = 1, . . . , Nfr), we extracted
the following four audio feature sets: (i) MFCC-13 -
13 highest energy cepstral coefficients; (ii) LogFB-26
- 26 log filter bank coefficients; (iii) LogFB-52 - 26
log filter bank coefficients together with 26 their first-
order differential derivatives; and (iv) LogFB-78 - 26 log
filter bank coefficients together with their 26 first-order
time derivatives and 26 second-order time derivatives.
In all four cases we used the standard settings and z-
normalisation per subject. The resulting rate of audio
features was ff = 100 Hz.
2) Pose Feature Extraction: For pose feature extraction,
the first step was to estimate 3D human pose from a
single-view raw images. This is an active research area
with various methods being proposed. One approach is
to first estimate 2D joint locations and then lift them
to 3D. For instance, a 2D pose estimation framework
such as OpenPose [41] can be combined with the
2D→3D matching approach of Chen and Ramanan [42].
Alternatively, there has been recent work that tries to
directly predict 3D joint positions in real-time, e.g.,
VNect [43] and Lifting from the deep (LFTD) [44]. In
order to choose the appropriate method for our task, we
inspected these three approaches visually. We used LFTD
method [44] for our task as it is more robust to miss-
ing/occluded joints and provides significantly less jerky
trajectories as compared to the other two approaches.
In order to reproduce the upper-body pose on the hu-
manoid robot, we calculated a set of 11 joint angles
associated with head, shoulders, elbows, wrists and torso
from the 3D pose estimated using LFTD method. The
joint angles were originally calculated at the frame
rate of fv = 50 Hz, lower than the audio features
(ff = 100 Hz). To train a model between these two
data streams, we synchronised these features in time
by upsampling the joint angles trajectories using linear
interpolation, similarly to [45]. The upper-body move-
ments over Nfr time-steps are denoted by the matrix
Θ ∈ RNfr×11 of joint angles, henceforth.
We further post-processed the joint angle trajectories to
mitigate the effect of noise. In particular, we smoothed
the calculated joint angle trajectories as the LFTD
method operates on a single image only without taking
into account temporal dependencies. A similar approach
was performed for the head motion synthesis in [19].
More explicitly, we applied the 5th order low-pass Butter-
worth filter with a cut-off frequency fc. We set the cut-off
frequency as fc = 4 Hz through experimenting with sev-
eral values commonly used in the related literature [46].
Finally, the smoothed joint angles were constrained to
the robot’s operating limits, and each joint angle was
normalised to the range [0, 1], resulting in the pose
feature set Θ01 = ν(Θ), where ν is the normalisation
operator, and was used to train the pose regression
model. These two post-processing steps ensured that all
angles were treated equally during training, and also the
predictions made by the pose regression model were
implicitly constrained to the robot’s limits.
B. Pose Regression Model
We performed time-continuous regression to learn the
mapping from audio features Ω to pose features Θ01
using two methods, namely, Mutilayer Perceptron (MLP)
and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks.
1) Multilayer Perceptron (MLP): Given an input feature
vector x ∈ RNfe , the multilayer perceptron (MLP) model
is trained to predict the output vector y ∈ RNo of No
predictions [47]. In our experiments, we set the number
of input-layer units to the number of features Nfe,
and trained a separate MLP for each audio feature set
described in Section III-A1, where Nfe = 13, 26, 52, 78.
We set the number of output-layer units No as the
number of joint angles to be predicted, namely No = 11
in our case. We used the ReLU activation function for
each hidden-layer and sigmoid for the output layer. The
number of hidden layers and hidden units were optimised
on a validation set as described in Section IV-A4. The
detailed architecture of MLP model is also available in
the supplementary material.
2) Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM): MLP treats each
training example independently, and it does not exploit
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Fig. 2. Sample snapshots from the audio-visual dataset used [18].
relations between instances adjacent in time within a se-
quence. In contrast, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks [48] directly model sequential data, incorporat-
ing past contexts using internal memory. In this paper,
we particularly focused on the sequence labeling problem
where given an input sequence X ∈ RNτ×Nfe of Nτ
time-steps with Nfe features per time-step, the task is to
output the sequence Y ∈ RNτ×No of the same length
with No predictions per time-step. In case of variable-
length sequences, the input sequence was first padded
(usually with zero feature vectors) to the maximum se-
quence length Nτ . We segmented audio Ω and pose Θ01
features into sequences of Nτ frames with the stride of 1
frame. We detail how we selected Nτ and the optimum
number of hidden layers/units for the synthesis phase in
Section IV-A4. The detailed architecture of LSTM model
is also available in the supplementary material.
3) Training: The neural network models were trained
by minimising mean squared error loss function, which




2, where ŷ,y ∈ RNo are the true and predicted output
vectors, respectively. We used Adam for optimisation,
and dropout regularisation to reduce overfitting.
C. Synthesis Phase
We developed two synthesis modes: (i) offline synthesis;
and (ii) online synthesis. In the offline synthesis, the
whole audio input was available upfront, and the predic-
tion and synthesis of movements were performed offline.
In the online synthesis, the movements were predicted
and synthesised on-the-fly while the input audio was
being captured and processed.
1) Offline Synthesis: First, we extracted audio features
from the whole audio input using the method described
in Section III-A1. The trained pose regression model was
then applied to obtain the set of angle predictions Θ01
corresponding to the whole audio input. We projected
the normalised angles from the range of [0, 1] to their
original angle ranges via ν−1 (inverse normalisation),
and the predicted angles were smoothed using the low-
pass filter described in Section III-B, following the
previous works [13, 14, 19, 27, 49]. The resulted pose
vectors were sent to the robot to perform the target
movements. To synchronise with the audio playback
running in parallel, these commands were triggered at
the original feature frame rate ff = 100 Hz by injecting
an adaptive sleep time between two synthesised outputs.
2) Online Synthesis: We captured the audio in real-time
using pyaudio library [50], with the same settings as the
audio used for model training, namely, single channel and
fs = 16 kHz sampling rate. At each time-step (clocked at
ff = 100 Hz), the most recent wfs = 400 audio samples
within an audio feature extraction window w were used
to calculate a single audio feature vector. This feature
vector was then z-normalised, and was fed into the pose
regression model as in the offline mode. Differently from
the offline mode, smoothing was performed using the
Kalman filter, as it is commonly applied in real-time
motion synthesis systems [46, 51]. The pose vectors were
finally sent to the robot, and the adaptive sleep time was
applied as in the offline mode.
IV. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
1) Dataset: We used the audio-visual dataset introduced
in [18], where upper-body gesturing of 20 subjects
was captured while talking. Sample snapshots from the
recordings are provided in Fig. 2. Each subject was
asked to perform two tasks: (i) describe one of their
hobbies, and (ii) tell a dramatic story based on a given
picture. In total, 40 videos (one for each task) were
recorded using an RGB camera with a video frame rate
fv = 50 Hz and stereo audio sampled at frequency
fa = 44.1 kHz. For each subject the dataset further
contains their self-reported personality along the Big Five
personality traits: Extroversion, Agreeableness, Consci-
entiousness, Neuroticism and Openness. Each personality
trait was measured on 1–10 Likert scale using the Big
Five Inventory test (BFI-10) [52].
2) Robotic Platform: As a robotic platform, we used the
humanoid robot Pepper (version 1.7 and body type V16)
developed by SoftBank Robotics [53]. The Pepper robot
is 1.20 m tall wheeled humanoid robot with 17 joints
and three omni-directional wheels.
We controlled the following 11 joint angles of the robot’s
upper body: HeadPitch, HeadYaw, LShoulderRoll,
LShoulderPitch, LElbowRoll, LElbowYaw, RShoulder-
Roll, RShoulderPitch, RElbowRoll, RElbowYaw, and
HipRoll. The hip pitch and knee pitch angles were always
kept at their default values to ensure standing robot pose.
Wrist yaw angles were also set to their default values as
these angles do not contribute to gesturing and it was not
possible to estimate these angles from videos adequately.
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TABLE II
BEST MLP-SI MODEL ARCHITECTURE FOR EACH AUDIO FEATURE
SET. N∗l AND N
∗
u DENOTE THE OPTIMAL NUMBER OF HIDDEN
LAYERS AND HIDDEN UNITS PER HIDDEN LAYER, RESPECTIVELY.
Feature (N∗l , N
∗
u) RMSE LCCAΘ
MFCC-13 (5,8) 13.66 0.9766
LogFB-26 (7,8) 13.52 0.9765
LogFB-52 (5,16) 13.44 0.9756
LogFB-78 (7,16) 13.73 0.9751
To speedup the development and testing of the proposed
system we simulated the virtual robot in the Choregraphe
environment [54]. The system was implemented using
NaoQi framework (version 2.5.5) and Python SDK pro-
vided by SoftBank Robotics. The robot was controlled by
sending commands specifying the joint angles at desired
times. Prior to this, each angle was limited by its lower
bound and upper bound as provided for Pepper in [55].
3) Evaluation Metrics: Due to the many-to-many map-
ping nature of the problem, there are multiple equally
correct answers and there is no single quantitative metric
that could be relied on [20]. We therefore assessed the
system’s viability in terms of three evaluation metrics
including root mean squared error (RMSE), local canon-
ical correlation analysis (CCA), and jerkiness (J). We
briefly define these metrics below, where we denote the
input matrix of audio features by Ω ∈ RNfr×Nfe , the
matrix of ground truth joint angles by Θt ∈ RNfr×11,
and the output matrix of predicted joint angles by Θp ∈
RNfr×11. Nfr and fr are the number of frames and
the prediction frame rate. The RMSE over Nfr frames








As a complimentary metric, we used the canonical
correlation analysis (CCA) [56]. Contrary to standard
correlation, CCA can operate on multi-dimensional data
rather than on single column vectors. Since the evaluated
motion sequences consist of several shorter gestures, the
linear correlations evaluated by CCA are unlikely to hold
at longer time-scales (e.g. the whole video). In such
cases, CCA is calculated using sliding-window approach
with the window size of Nτ datapoints and 1 datapoint
stride. This is also known as local CCA (LCCA). LCCA
allows comparisons of movements with different lengths
(i.e. long vs short videos). Considering the hand gesture
durations reported in previous works (0.3-5 s [49] and
2.49 s [57]) and also the choice of 3 s windows to
capture distinct head movements in the related speech-
driven head motion synthesis study [14], we set the time
window to τ = 3 s (i.e., Nτ = τff frames). We used
LCCA to calculate correlation between true and predicted
movements, LCCAΘ = LCCA(Θt,Θp).
Last metric to gauge the quality of the synthesised mo-
tion is angular jerkiness [16]. Overall angular jerkiness
J of the motion trajectory is defined as
J(Θ) =
1









where ∆3Θi,j = (Θi+3,j−3Θi+2,j+3Θi+1,j−Θi,j)f3f
is the 3rd-order forward difference of angle θj . If the
jerkiness J(Θt) of the ground truth motion is known,
the absolute difference ∆J = |J(Θt) − J(Θp)| can
be used to compare the smoothness of the generated
sequence against the ground truth. The overall jerkiness
over n motion sequences is simply calculated by taking
the mean, ∆J̃ = 1n
∑n
i=1 ∆Ji.
Since we have unequal sample sizes and unequal vari-
ance, we opted for Welch’s t-test and Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test to evaluate significance of both quantitative
results and qualitative results. Prior to this, we first
performed Anderson-Darling Normality test for each set
to be compared (e.g., MLP-SI vs. MLP-SD) separately.
If both sets passed the Normality test (i.e. the set of
samples were very likely to come from the Gaussian
distribution), Welch’s t-test was applied to assess whether
the difference between the two sets was statistically
significant or not. Otherwise, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
was used with the same threshold p-value (i.e. either
p = 0.001 or p = 0.05).
4) Implementation Details: We implemented both MLP
and LSTM models in Python using the machine learning
library Keras. Both models were trained using two dif-
ferent approaches: (i) subject-independent (SI) - generic
model trained and evaluated on data from multiple sub-
jects; and (ii) subject-dependent (SD) - specific model
trained and evaluated on each subject separately. In both
cases, the dataset was split into training (30 videos, 15
subjects), validation (4 videos, 2 subjects) and test (4
videos, 2 subjects) partitions. MLP and LSTM, each
trained by two different approaches, will be referred to as
MLP-SI, LSTM-SI, MLP-SD and LSTM-SD, henceforth.
We optimised the model architecture and selected the
best audio feature set for MLP-SI model only, and trained
the remaining models using the same approach. We
searched for the best model architecture in terms of
the number of hidden layers, Nl ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 7} , and
the number of units, Nu ∈ {23, 24, . . . , 29}, per hidden
layer (same for all hidden layers) by following previous
works [14, 15]. For each combination (Nl, Nu) of these
hyperparameters, a separate model was trained for each
audio feature set Ω and evaluated on the validation
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set. Using the best model architecture for each feature
set, we performed 10-fold subject-independent cross-
validation to compare the four audio feature sets. Each
fold comprised 2 subjects for validation, and 15 subjects
for training. The results averaged over all test subjects
are summarised in Table II in terms of RMSE and
LCCAΘ, together with the best hyperparameters found
for each feature set. As compared to the existing MLP-
based audio-driven motion synthesis systems [14, 15],
the obtained optimal architectures have fewer parameters,
which correctly reflects the use of a smaller dataset.
Looking at Table II, all feature sets performed similarly
in terms of each evaluation metric. Since the difference
was negligible, we chose LogFB-26 audio features set
for the rest of our experiments to keep the computational
complexity low. MLP-SD models were then trained for
each subject, using LogFB-26 features and its corre-
sponding optimal architecture (Nl = 7, Nu = 8).
Similarly, we determined the optimal architecture for
LSTM-SI model using the chosen audio feature set,
namely, LogFB-26. We segmented the dataset (both
audio Ω and pose Θ01 feature sets in the same way) into
sequences of Nτ frames with the stride of 1 frame. Based
on the previous works [49, 57], we set Nτ = 300 frames
(corresponding to 3 s at frame rate ff = 100 Hz)
so that a whole gesture can be captured within one
sequence used by LSTM. We chose one hidden layer
for the LSTM model as it yielded results on par with
the optimal architecture for MLP, and searched for the
optimal number of hidden units per hidden layer, namely,
Nu′ ∈ {3 : 3 : 27}. For each hyperparameter Nu′
a separate model was trained for a maximum of 100
epochs with early stopping with the window size of 10,
and the training batch size was set to 15,000 sequences.
Each model was then evaluated on the validation set. We
set Nu′ = 12 as it resulted in the minimum validation
loss. Finally, the LSTM-SD models were trained for
each subject using the optimal architecture (Nu′ = 12).
The training settings were the same as for the LSTM-
SI except that the maximum number of epochs was
increased to 500 as the training of SD models did not
converge as fast as the SI variant, and each training batch
contained all training sequences.
B. Experimental Results
1) Model comparison - SI vs SD and MLP vs LSTM:
We compared all four models, namely, MLP-SI, LSTM-
SI, MLP-SD, and LSTM-SD, quantitatively in terms of
the evaluation metrics introduced in Section IV-A3 as
well as real-time synthesis latency. All four models were
evaluated on the (unseen) test partition, and the SI models
were trained and tested using 10-fold protocol so that the
TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE MODEL COMPARISON ON THE TEST SET. * DENOTES
SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER PERFORMANCE (p-VALUE < 0.001)
BETWEEN MLP AND LSTM MODEL FOR EACH VARIANT (SI/SD)
SEPARATELY. † DENOTES SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER PERFORMANCE
(p-VALUE < 0.05) BETWEEN THE SI AND SD VARIANT OF THE
SAME MODEL TYPE (MLP/LSTM).
Model RMSE LCCAΘ ∆J̃
MLP-SI 13.71 0.9757 1.333
LSTM-SI 13.70 0.9817* 1.330
MLP-SD 9.17† 0.9760 1.019
LSTM-SD 10.23† 0.9818* 1.016
model was evaluated for each subject. The results for
each model are compared in Table III. In general, SD
approach performed better than SI in terms of LCCAΘ
and ∆J̃ , and significantly better (p-value < 0.05 denoted
by †) in terms of RMSE. Fig. 3-(a) further compares each
model in terms of RMSE for each body joint. Overall,
shoulder and elbow related angles yielded larger RMSE
values, suggesting that these angles are more challenging
to predict accurately.
Table III shows that the difference between MLP and
LSTM models was relatively small for either variant, SI
or SD. Specifically, for RMSE and ∆J̃ measures the
differences between MLP and LSTM were not found
to be statistically significant (p-value > 0.05), whereas
the difference was negligible for LCCAΘ values. In
summary, the quantitative evaluation showed that SD
variants performed better than SI, resulting in signif-
icantly smaller RMSE values, smaller ∆J̃ values and
slightly larger LCCAΘ. However, it did not indicate MLP
was consistently better than LSTM, or vice versa.
2) Real-time synthesis latency: We further evaluated the
latency of motion synthesis through MLP and LSTM
models operating in the online synthesis mode (Sec-
tion III-C2). In particular, we measured the model
inference latencies to be τMLP = 1 ± 1 ms and
τLSTM = 41 ± 10 ms of the MLP-SI and LSTM-
SI model respectively, over 10,000 inferences. We also
obtained the latency of all other per-frame operations
(i.e., reading the audio stream, z-normalisation, Kalman
filtering, and dispatching the commands to the robot)
as τops = 9 ± 6 ms, same for each model type.
All the measurements were made using a quad-core
2.2GHz Intel i7 CPU and 8GB RAM. Comparing the
overall per-frame processing latencies τMLP + τops and
τLSTM + τops, we found that MLP model can perform
the online motion synthesis 5-times faster than LSTM
approximately. Although the latency of other per-frame
operations τops is significantly higher than the MLP
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inference latency τMLP (p-value < 0.001), the over-
all MLP per-frame processing latency τMLP + τops is
comparable with the frame period τf = f−1f = 10 ms
used to develop the models. This suggests that the MLP
model is more suitable for real-time motion synthesis. If
the LSTM model has to be used, the movements should
be synthesised at about 5-times slower rate (∼ 20 Hz),
which is reasonable as humans begin to perceive series of
images as a motion at around 15 images per second [58].
V. QUALITATIVE RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
The developed system was qualitatively evaluated via a
user study to (i) qualitatively compare MLP and LSTM
models; (ii) compare the behaviour of the system driven
by natural speech versus synthetic speech; and (iii) in-
vestigate how the speaker’s personality traits affect the
perceived appropriateness of the synthesised movements
for the speech. To do so, we created two surveys: (i)
natural speech based survey; and (ii) synthetic speech
based survey.
For the evaluation based on natural speech, we used
audio recordings from the original dataset [18]. The
movements of the Pepper robot generated using each
model (MLP-SI, LSTM-SI, MLP-SD, LSTM-SD) were
recorded in the offline synthesis mode using the test
audio clips. This resulted in 152 short audio-visual clips
(4 models × 38 videos), each of less than 15 s. For each
of the 38 original audio recordings, we then created two
side-by-side videos: MLP-SI vs. LSTM-SI and MLP-
SD vs. LSTM-SD. All video pairs (76 in total) were
randomised and included in the survey. Prior to taking
the survey, the participants were informed about which
joints of the Pepper robot were controlled and would be
assessed. They were then asked to view each video pair
and assess each video with respect to the appropriateness
of the generated movements for the given audio on a
Likert scale ranging from very inappropriate (1) to very
appropriate (5).
For the evaluation based on synthetic speech, we col-
lated four short stories from the Strange Stories [59].
We then used the open-source text-to-speech system
MaryTTS 5.2 [60] to create synthetic audio recordings.
The MaryTTS system provides four voice types, each
represented by one character with a specific person-
ality type [61], namely, Obadiah (male, gloomy and
depressed), Spike (male, angry and argumentative), Pru-
dence (female, pragmatic and practical), and Poppy (fe-
male, outgoing and optimistic). To capture larger variety
of speaking styles, we synthesised speech by each of
these characters for every story, with further MaryTTS
settings of HMM-based models and Great Britain English
accent. This resulted in the set of 16 audio recordings
of less than 40 s each. Analogously to the natural speech
based survey, we created 16 video pairs to compare MLP-
SI and LSTM-SI models. Note that in this case it was
not possible to use the SD models as none of them was
trained on none of the character’s data. The participants
were asked to perform the same task as in the natural
speech based survey. After eliminating the unreliable
responses, we obtained 20 and 43 responses for the
natural and synthetic speech based survey, respectively.
B. Experimental Results
1) Model comparison - SI vs SD and MLP vs LSTM:
The comparison of models based on the results from the
natural speech based survey is shown in Fig. 3-(b). The
movements synthesised by the SD variant were assessed
as significantly more appropriate for the audio than those
by the SI variant (p-value < 0.001 denoted by †). This
is in line with the quantitative results in Section IV-B1,
namely, subject-specific models were found to be better
for this task.
Fig. 3-(b) further shows that the movements generated by
the LSTM model were considered as significantly more
appropriate for the audio than those by the MLP model
(p-value < 0.001 denoted by *). This indicates that
even though there were no clear quantitative differences
between the two models, humans perceive considerable
differences between them. These results also reproduced
the findings in previous works [14, 15], showing that
LSTM-based models outperformed MLP models in the
head motion synthesis tasks, for whole upper-body mo-
tion synthesis.
2) Natural vs synthetic speech: For the SI model variant,
the preference for the LSTM model was compared with
the results from the synthetic speech based survey. As
can be seen from Fig. 3-(c), in the case of synthetic
speech the movements generated by the MLP model were
assessed as more appropriate than those by the LSTM,
which directly contradicts the results based on the natural
speech. This can be explained by the combination of the
following three facts: (i) the synthetic speech is more
machine-like and choppy than the natural speech as the
changes in intonation and stress patterns are not yet fully
understood [62], it further lacks the natural phonetic
variability [63, 64] and it is also less intelligible than
the natural speech [64]; (ii) MLP model generates more
machine-like and less smooth movements than LSTM
as each frame is treated independently, which was also
validated by the results in Section V-B1 and previous
works [14, 15]; and (iii) the participants were asked
to assess how appropriate the movements were for the
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Fig. 3. (a) RMSE averaged over subjects for each joint angle, for each model evaluated on test set. (b) Appropriateness of the generated
movements for the given audio, assessed in the natural speech based survey. * denotes significantly higher ratings (p-value < 0.001) between
MLP and LSTM models, for each variant (SI/SD). † denotes significantly higher ratings (p-value < 0.001) between SI and SD variants of the
same model type (MLP/LSTM). (c) Appropriateness of the generated movements for the given audio, assessed in natural and synthetic speech
based surveys, comparing the SI variants of the MLP and LSTM models. * denotes significantly higher ratings (p-value < 0.001) between MLP
and LSTM models, separately for natural and synthetic speech based evaluation.
speech. As shown in Fig. 3-(c), they rated the machine-
like speech to match the machine-like movements better
than the more natural movements generated by LSTM.
VI. RELATIONSHIP TO PERSONALITY
We examined the relationship between speakers’ per-
sonality traits and generated movements in terms of
quantitative and qualitative evaluation metrics for each
neural network model type. We particularly investigated
natural speech based motion synthesis using the audio-
visual dataset [18].
For natural speech based motion synthesis, given the
subjects’ self-assessments within the range of 1-10, we
first calculated the mean over all subjects and then
categorised all 19 subjects into low and high classes
based on the calculated mean for each personality trait.
For each trait, we then evaluated the differences be-
tween low/high personality trait category along the four
evaluation metrics including RMSE, LCCAΘ, ∆J̃ and
appropriateness survey responses. This was done for
each model type (i.e., MLP-SI, MLP-SD, LSTM-SI, and
LSTM-SD) separately. We tested the statistical signifi-
cance of the difference between low and high personality
traits for a particular evaluation metric by following
the same procedure as described in the last paragraph
of Section IV-A3. Out of all 80 comparisons (pairwise
low vs. high personality trait: 5 personality traits × 4
evaluation measures × 4 model types), we obtained sta-
tistically significant differences (p-value < 0.05) between
low and high conscientiousness trait categories along
the (i) LCCAΘ metric (with higher LCCAΘ associated
with higher conscientiousness), and (ii) appropriateness
measure (with higher appropriateness associated with
higher conscientiousness). Both of these differences were
found in the case of the MLP-SD model.
Even though none of the models was developed with
explicitly providing the information about subjects’ per-
sonalities, the MLP-SD model implicitly learned these
relationships for conscientiousness. We can thus con-
clude that the MLP-SD model generates movements that
are more correlated with the ground truth movements and
are also assessed as more appropriate to the input audio
for more conscientious people (better organised, more
reliable) than for less conscientious. These relationships
constitute a stepping stone towards learning to synthesise
motions for distinctive personality styles rather than man-
ually manipulating robot’s behaviours [37, 38], which
remains an open research problem in the field.
VII. DISCUSSION
As demonstrated in Table I, each existing work differs
in terms of its target domain (avatar vs. robot), the
target body parts (head, hands, face), and the 3D pose
source. Moreover, each work employed different sets of
evaluation metrics, and collected and used their own
in-house dataset. Therefore, a direct and quantitative
comparison between various works in the field is not
feasible. In addition, there is a lack of standardised
multimodal corpora and standardised evaluation metrics
agreed upon and used by all research groups.
Nevertheless, we compared our method with existing
work with respect to the inference latency. Out of all
related works presented in Section II, only Pham et
al. [25] reported latency measurements. They measured
an inference latency of 5 ms for their real-time LSTM-
based head and facial movements synthesis sytem, which
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is considerably smaller than the latency τLSTM = 41±
10 ms. However, unlike our work, their predictions were
made using GPU which significantly lowers the inference
latency.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Looking at our quantitative and qualitative results, we
can draw the following conclusions. SD model variants
outperform SI for both MLP and LSTM model types,
suggesting that it is best to develop subject-specific mod-
els for this task. Although this might limit the scalability
of the proposed approach, we argue that personalised
movement generation increases the naturalness of the
generated movements (validated by jerkiness measure),
enables robots to express themselves with different styles
based on varying contexts, and hence enhances user’s
satisfaction and robot’s acceptance.
Quantitative comparison of the MLP and LSTM model
did not clearly show which one generates better move-
ments. Although both model types are suitable for real-
time motion synthesis, the MLP model enables approxi-
mately 5-times faster synthesis as compared to the LSTM
model. On natural speech, the movements generated by
the LSTM model were assessed as significantly more
appropriate for the given audio than those generated
by the MLP model and this was the case for both
SI and SD model variants. This result generalises the
findings of previous speech-to-head-motion works to the
whole upper-body motion synthesis. On synthetic speech,
the survey respondents preferred the MLP model over
LSTM, which reflects the fact that the more machine-like
movements generated by the MLP model better match
the more machine-like synthetic speech.
The analysis of the relationship between the human
speaker’s personality and the generated motion is one
of the major features that makes our work distinctive.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
look at audio-to-motion synthesis from this perspective.
We found several significant relationships between the
speaker’s personality traits and the motion synthesised
for the speaker. However, to generate behaviours re-
flecting a particular personality type, personality-specific
models need to be developed.
Finally, the work presented in this paper can be extended
further by taking into account the semantics of the
speech signals. The synthesised movements may be well
synchronised with the speech, however they may be
uncorrelated with the meaning of the messages being
communicated or even contradict the meaning (e.g. head
nodding for disagreement). Following hybrid speech-to-
head-motion models [13, 22], a set of dialogues acts can
be extracted from text using supervised classifiers and
then used to constrain the models to generate movements
from a particular category of motion patterns.
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